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VOICES OF THE SEA GIVES
A NEW SOUND TO MAINE’S
FISHING COMMUNITIES

LOBSTERMEN’S UNION LEAVES
TOO MANY QUESTIONS
UNANSWERED

by David Garrison

MLA press release

The sea provides many things: food,
a means of transportation, a way to
make a living. And not least of all, it
provides artistic inspiration, and has
since people first looked out over the
waves.

A group of concerned lobstermen and the Maine Lobstermen’s Association
have launched a Web site raising questions about the prospect of lobstermen
joining a labor union.
The Web site, www.lobsterunionconcerns.com, is designed to provide information and raise awareness of the efforts by the International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace (IAM) workers to unionize Maine lobstermen. An
FAQ section on the site raises several questions that are as yet unanswered
about what unionization would mean for lobstermen and the industry.

The men and women of Maine’s lobstering community are not immune
to the inspiration the sea provides
and the lure of the written word, and
that inspiration has given rise to a
small but growing cadre of homegrown fishermen poets. For the past
two years, Maine Maritime Museum
has been pleased to give those seagoing writers a forum to present their
work to the public.
In March, the museum, along with
DiMillo’s On the Water restaurant
on the Portland waterfront, hosted
the second annual Voices of the Sea:
The Poetry and Song of Maine’s FishContinued on page 3

“While we believe that working together is the best way to solve the many
complex issues facing our industry, we question whether a big, out-of-state
labor union will effectively address our concerns,” said Genevieve Kurilec, a
lobsterman from Stonington. “We worry that lobstermen are being sold a bill
of goods. People join unions to bargain with their employer over better pay
and working conditions. But Maine lobstermen are independent businessmen and women, not laborers, so it’s unclear who they would bargain with.
And federal anti-trust laws prohibit lobstermen from colluding on prices.
The union seems to think it can get around this, but it doesn’t say how.”
Stonington lobsterman Frank Gotwals
performs at the 2013 Voices of the Sea
event. Photo courtesy of the Maine
Maritime Museum.

Other questions on the Web site concern the monthly dues of $626 each union member would pay and how much of that money would stay in Maine to
help lobstermen. Currently, the legislature is considering a bill to substantially increase worldwide marketing of Maine lobster, which would be paid in
Continued on page 17

To everyone who worked so hard to help earn the
Marine Stewardship Council’s
sustainability certification, THANK YOU.
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MAINE LOBSTER
PROMOTION COUNCIL
SPRINGS INTO ACTION
by Marianne Lacroix
Last year’s warm water temperatures coming on in early spring and
the resulting lobster harvest, a whopping 126 million pounds, took
everyone by surprise. The early shed brought thousands of pounds
of soft-shell lobster to the docks at a time when the U.S. market and
Canadian processors were not prepared to process the fragile crustaceans. Dealers and processors scrambled to find additional markets for Maine’s signature crustacean.

Maine Lobstermen’s Association
21 Western Ave. #1
Kennebunk, ME
04043

This year looks like another banner year. The Maine Lobster Promotion Council has created several new marketing initiatives to complement the efforts by the state’s dealers and processors to build
demand for Maine lobster. Among our new initiatives this year will
be an enhanced media relations program, a big charitable event to
launch the lobster season and development of a brand strategy for
Maine lobster.

Brand Strategy
When it comes to marketing, there are a lot of opinions on the best
way to maximize return on investment. Some think we should be
focusing our attention on emerging markets like China, while others think the best opportunities are in the U.S. Some think the focus
should be on live Maine lobster because it is traditional and iconic,
while others think promoting value-added lobster products is the
most compelling route to follow. There is evidence to support every
opinion. In order to be as effective as possible with the MLPC’s limited marketing funds, we need a clearly defined marketing strategy
that identifies our best geographic markets, best market channels,
Continued on page 9
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COASTAL OUTLOOK Thoughts from MLCA President Patrice McCarron

This column first appeared in April as an editorial in the
Portland Press Herald.

Board of Directors

Maine’s lobster industry is one of the few truly sustainable
fisheries in the world. Currently the Maine Legislature is
considering a bill (L.D.1097) to dismantle one of the pillars
of lobster conservation by allowing lobsters caught in trawl
gear to be landed at the Portland Fish Exchange. This bill
would weaken Maine’s longstanding lobster conservation
plan and undermine the industry’s efforts to expand the
marketing and branding of Maine lobster by associating
it with a lower quality, less sustainable product. Furthermore, the Maine Lobstermen’s Association (MLA) strongly
believes that it will not save Maine’s groundfish industry or
the Portland Fish Exchange.

David Cousens, Chairman
James Dow, Vice Chairman
Elliott Thomas, Treasurer
William Brennan
Amy Lent
Kristan Porter

Staff

The lobster industry’s stewardship practices reflect the
sacrifices and tough decisions made by previous generations of lobstermen. These lobstermen had the foresight to put
strict conservation practices in
place to ensure a robust fishery
for future generations. Maine
lobstermen are required to fish
only with traps and to protect
baby lobsters, breeding females
and oversized lobsters by returning them back to the sea unharmed. The Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) awarded
the Maine lobster fishery its prestigious sustainability certification in recognition of these practices. It is difficult to
comprehend why the state Legislature would entertain
changing harvesting methods to ones that are known to be
less sustainable than the current standard.

broad area with traps. Female lobsters produce increasing
numbers of eggs with each year of life; harvesting large lobsters and breeding females could have a negative impact
on lobster reproduction over time.
Maine needs a strong, vibrant groundfish fleet to help sustain our coastal economy and preserve our fishing heritage. But the future of the groundfish industry hangs on
much more than its ability to land lobster. In 2004 the Governor’s Groundfish Task Force made more than 30 recommendations to stabilize and improve the state’s fleet. None
suggested repealing the law forbidding draggers to land
lobsters in Maine ports.
State and industry leaders should be looking to give the
groundfishing fleet a boost with solutions that don’t require dismantling a cornerstone of lobster conservation.
There are many other questions yet to be answered. Given
the status of the groundfish industry, how many additional
pounds of groundfish would
actually come to the Portland
Fish Exchange if the proper incentives were in place? And why
aren’t some of the 126 million
pounds of trap-caught lobster
currently landed in the state
sold through the Exchange
now? If one of the overarching
goals of this bill is to save the
Portland Fish Exchange, it seems Maine’s existing lobster
fishery has a lot to offer. Trading lobster in a public auction
in fact could help the lobster industry by fostering competition and adding transparency to lobster pricing.

Short-term economic gains for
one sector of Maine’s fishing industry do not justify sacrificing
the long-term sustainability of
another.
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The MLA strongly believes that lobster should only be
caught with traps, and has always opposed the existing
federal allowance that permits trawlers to take 100 lobsters
per day or 500 lobsters per week. This so-called bycatch allowance is abused by some draggers who set their trawls
directly on lobsters in order to land their full allowance. By
contrast, Maine lobstermen are not permitted to land any
groundfish incidentally caught in their traps.
Lobster traps are a passive gear that allow lobsters to move
freely in and out, and retain only a small percentage of
those which enter. Egg-bearing and reproductive females
are less likely to enter traps. By contrast, a trawl towed
by a dragger is active gear that catches any lobster in its
path. Each time lobsters are caught in a trawl, their claws
or shells can become broken or damaged. Pregnant female
lobsters may lose their eggs. Longer-term impacts resulting from the stress of being snagged and mauled in trawl
nets are not known.

The MLA supports President of the Legislature Alfond’s
proposal to use state funds to purchase federal groundfish
permits and thus provide Maine’s groundfishing fleet access to more fish. This measure could benefit all of Maine’s
groundfish vessels, both those inshore and the larger offshore boats. This action is just one example of a constructive, rather than destructive, approach to improving the
health of the fleet. Past measures, such as the sales tax
exemption on diesel fuel and state programs to maintain
working waterfront infrastructure, have also garnered support from the MLA. Such incentives help keep Maine in the
business of fishing.
We need strong leadership to create a business-friendly
environment for Maine’s groundfish fleet and implement
a suite of incentives attractive to these businesses. Shortterm economic gains for one sector of Maine’s fishing industry do not justify sacrificing the long-term sustainability of another.
Patrice McCarron

The current bill is also troubling because it targets offshore
lobsters. These lobsters are largely left alone by Maine lobstermen due to their inability to intensively fish such a

The MLCA invites you to support Maine’s lobster industry.
You can do so through a $50 friend membership with our
sister organization, the Maine Lobstermen’s Association,
which includes a monthly subscription to Landings. Or
you may donate to MLCA directly.
Send your support to:
Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance |10#PY | Kennebunk, Maine | 04043 | www.mlcalliance.org

Name

MLCAlliance is a 501 (c) (3)
non-profit organization, established in 2010, which achieves
its charitable mission through
programs in education, research
and charity.

MLCA fosters thriving
coastal communities
and preserves Maine’s
lobstering heritage

Address
City, State, Zip
Email
Phone
Credit Card #
Expiration

Check or credit card accepted. Please select:
MLA Friend $50
Donate (amount) $

Security Code
Landings Subscriber $20
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Voices of the Sea continued from page 1

ermen and Those Who Work on the
Water. For the second year in a row, it
was a great success.
Poetry written and performed by
commercial fishermen is not a Maine
phenomenon. Indeed, the largest annual event of the kind takes place in
Astoria, Oregon. Known as the FisherPoets Gathering, it began sixteen
years ago when a gang of commercial fishermen and women “thought
it might make a good occasion for a
reunion of old friends if we gathered
to sing songs and read poems in Astoria like we used to in fo’c’sles tied
alongside each other…” according to
the Web site.
In a decade and a half that casual reunion has grown into a huge, multiday event spread over half a dozen
venues in Astoria, featuring dozens
of commercial fishermen from three
coasts who are also poets, storytellers and musicians. Thousands of visitors flock to Astoria to enjoy the celebration.
With the success of the FisherPoets
Gathering on the West Coast, many
thought it only made sense to develop a similar event in the East.

Instead, the museum approached
DiMillo’s restaurant, which was already a business partner, and DiMillo’s in turn agreed to host the event
on the upper deck for a discounted
rate.
Jason Morin, the museum’s director
of public programs, was particularly
enthusiastic about the choice. “When

The first Voices of the Sea, in 2012,
was hosted by Gordon Bok. This
year’s emcee duties were taken up
by Maine storyteller and writer John
McDonald. As one might expect in a
state where a majority of fishermen
harvest lobster, a majority of the fishermen poets are lobstermen as well.
This year’s line-up included Jack Merrill, who lobsters out of Little Cranberry Island. An active member of
the Maine Lobstermen’s Association
since the early 1980’s including over
20 years as vice president, Jack has
represented Maine fisherman poets
on the West Coast, having been invited to read his work at the FisherPoets
Gathering in Astoria several times.
Also writing poetry and lobstering out of Little Cranberry Island is
Stefanie Alley. “There is something
about sharing words that have meaning in what I see and experience,”
Stefanie said, concerning her poetry.
“Getting words written down, and
working with them takes time and
concentration. Working on the water
and lobstering, I get inspiration for
writing. I also get inspired by the men
and women who go lobstering and
how they have an ingrained sense of
stewardship for the resource.”

Stefanie Alley of Little Cranberry Island
reads her poetry at the 2013 Voices of the
Sea. The event is patterned on the annual
FisherPoets Gathering in Oregon. Photo
courtesy of the Maine Maritime Museum.

Though Voices of the Sea is billed as
a poetry event, it actually features
performers from a variety of genres.
Frank Gotwals, who lobsters out of
Stonington, delighted the audience
with his powerful folksongs that illuminate his life on the water and as
part of a Maine fishing community.
Storytellers such as John McDonald
and former Coast Guardsman Kendall Morse also took to the stage to
share their work.
After two years, all involved agree
that Voices of the Sea is an event that
should keep going, and one that they
hope will continue to grow. “In Astoria they’ve been doing this for sixteen
years,” Jack Merrill pointed out. “It
started small and just kept building
every year.”
Continued on page 17
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After deciding to hold the event in
Portland, the next question became,
where in Portland? “My first thought
was to have it right in the Portland Fish Exchange,” Nelson said. “I
thought, ‘what a perfect venue.’ But
when we talked to the people at the
Exchange they pointed out that the
building has to be kept at around
forty five degrees, so that put an end
to that idea.”

you look out the windows, there’s the
fishing fleet and the working waterfront. And here’s DiMillo’s, which
is the end user, the place where the
catch reaches the consumer.” Plus,
to top it off, DiMillo’s upper deck features a cash bar.
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Jim Nelson, education coordinator at
Maine Maritime Museum and one of
the organizers of Voices of the Sea,
says, “We wish we could claim that
the museum was the first to bring a
fisherman poet event to Maine, but,
in truth, that honor belongs to Jim
Sharp and his museum in Rockland.”

It was three years ago that Sharp,
a legendary schooner captain and
owner of the Rockland Sail, Power
and Steam Museum, teamed up with
his old friend, folksinger Gordon Bok
to create a poetry gathering at the
museum on Penobscot Bay. “Jim put
together a terrific event,” Nelson said,
“but we thought it would be worth
doing something along those lines
in the Portland area as well. So we
worked with Jim and Gordon to create Voices of the Sea. There’s certainly
room on the Coast of Maine for both.
And so far they have both proven
popular and have been building momentum over the few years we’ve
been doing it.”
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Guest
COLUMN

GUEST COLUMN: “What the heck is water?”
By Eliot Cutler

There’s a great story about two young
fish swimming along in a stream.
They happen to meet an older fish
swimming the other way. “Mornin’
boys,” goes the older fella. How’s the
water?” The two young fish nod back
and move on for a bit. Eventually,
one of them looks over and asks his
pal, “What the heck is water?”
For much too long that’s been our
state’s attitude about the world marketplace in which Maine lobster and
seafood exporters swim and compete: What’s the world market?
What’s branding?
We’d better learn . . . fast. Maine’s
economy and our kids’ futures will
be driven by how well we develop a
Maine brand and build export markets for Maine products (including
the Maine tourist experience, which
is our biggest export product of all).
After I lost my campaign for governor
in 2010, I joined with friends and partners and formed two firms – Maine
Seafood Ventures and MaineAsia – to
export Maine coast products. We’ve
introduced Chinese buyers to raw
frozen whole Maine lobsters and
to yachts built by Maine craftsmen
at the Sabre, Back Cove, Hinckley,
Hodgdon and Morris yards.
We’ve been successful: Chinese consumers are learning about Maine
lobster from online video, and Maine
lobsters are beginning to displace
more expensive product from Australia that doesn’t taste as sweet and
– horrors – has no claws. Affluent
Chinese are reading about Mainebuilt boats in top Chinese yachting
and lifestyle magazines; Chinese
tourism to Maine is growing; and
more Chinese parents are paying top
dollar to send their kids to Maine
schools and colleges.

higher value on everything we make
and sell and on the experience of visiting Maine. For decades we’ve been
asleep at the switch; we’ve allowed
a strong, even mythic brand to languish. Too many people in too many
places have no idea who we are and
what’s so great about what Mainers
harvest, grow and make.
Over the years, Maine has changed
our slogans – central to a branding
strategy – faster than our weather
changes. We need to get serious. If
“Virginia is for lovers,” if we all “
NY,” and if pork can be “the new
white meat,” then we ought to be able
to figure out a brand for Maine that
will help persuade people to buy our
export products. For a state whose
coastal economic cluster – seafood,
boatbuilding, tourism – should be a
jobs engine, there aren’t many more
important investments in our kids’
futures that we can make.
Second, we need to be focused and
smart about our competitive ad-

ages our competitive advantages, we
will build demand for our exports,
greater demand from more markets
will absorb our supplies, and our
boat and wharf prices will rise. The
DMR and the MLA have collaborated
to develop a good beginning plan,
and Representatives Chuck Kruger
and Jeff Evangelos have introduced
sound proposals in the Maine legislature. Let’s get moving!
Finally, we need to work hard at improving the taste, consistency and
quality of our lobster and other seafood export products. The recent Marine Resources Council certification
of Maine’s lobster fishery as sustainable is a huge step forward, and the
Gulf of Maine Research Institute has
been doing a terrific job in promoting the traceability and sustainability
of products from the Gulf of Maine.
Studying Asian tastes and matching
our products more closely to what
those consumers want will increase
market share and yield lasting profits
for Maine harvesters and producers.

If we build the umbrella Maine brand and craft
a set of marketing strategies and messages for
Maine lobster and other seafood products that
leverages our competitive advantages, we will
build demand for our exports, greater demand
from more markets will absorb our supplies, and
our boat and wharf prices will rise.

I know from this firsthand experience that if we work together and do
it right, we can make Maine an economic powerhouse.

vantages and our marketing efforts.
There are times of the year and certain markets and uses where Maine
lobster should have a competitive
advantage over the Canadian competition in Chinese and Asian markets. But what stands in the way of
our greater success are the facts that
99.5% of China’s 1.3 billion people
have no idea where or what Maine is;
and if they see a lobster with claws,
they call it Boston or Canadian lobster.

More than any other one of the United States, Maine is defined by the
sea. Maine’s coastal communities
are the foundation for one of Maine’s
most important economic clusters
– fishing, boatbuilding, tourism and
saltwater farms. Together with our
forests, our lakes, our rivers and our
mountains, the coast draws people
to Maine to visit and to live. It is a
showcase for the skills and craft and
inventiveness of Maine people, and it
is a powerful competitive advantage.

First, the State of Maine must develop and build an overarching, umbrella brand for Maine that motivates
people around the world to place a

If we build the umbrella Maine brand
and craft a set of marketing strategies
and messages for Maine lobster and
other seafood products that lever-

One of Maine’s most important challenges is to preserve our coastal communities, making sure that they retain young people and survive against

Eliot Cutler is a lawyer and businessman
who ran for Governor in 2010. He lives in
Cape Elizabeth. Photo courtesy of Eliot
Cutler.

the gravitational pull of larger urban
areas. We can succeed – without destroying the character that makes
our communities special – but only
if the Maine coast economy is profitable and growing.
If we need inspiration, take a look at
Eastport. A few months ago, when
I visited on a Monday night in January, there were five restaurants open
for dinner, a terrific room to rent for
a night on the waterfront and only
one vacant storefront on Sea Street.
Chris Gardner has the Port of Eastport bustling, and a new Dollar Store
is opening in town. Why? Because
the Eastport community figured out
what its competitive advantages are
and has invested in them.
We need a vision for the State of
Maine and for the Maine coast that
matches Eastport’s ambitions and
that will lead to similar success.
For much too long in Maine, we
haven’t had a clear vision of where we
want to be in 20 years, or a plan and a
strategy that will get us there. We’ve
spent too damn much time sitting
on our hands or, worse, fighting with
each other over shares of a shrinking
pie. Let’s build a strong Maine brand,
market the hell out of our products
and start making the whole pie bigger.

Yes, we can ﬁnance that.
Our team’s experience and knowledge – and our ﬂexible
lines of credit – are just three reasons why we’re a
leading lender to the commercial ﬁshing and seafood
industry...and have been for more than 90 years.

We understand your industry.
We’re dedicated to your success.
Providing ﬁnancing for...
u commercial ﬁshing & seafood
u forest products
u agriculture & food
u rural property
farmcreditmaine.com
Proud member of the Farm Credit System

AUBURN 800.831.4230
PRESQUE ISLE 800.831.4640
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NEW RECRUITS: Two young men, happy to be on the water
By Sarah Paquette
Andrew Hallinan, 17, and his sternman Matt Burnham, 15, are both
looking forward to the end of the
school year. Andrew, a junior at
Boothbay Region High School and
Matt, a freshman, both come from
fishing families and thoroughly enjoy
their time on the water. “We go out
even in bad weather sometimes,” Andrew said with a grin. “There was one
day when we were the only people on
the water because it was so bad out.”
Andrew just got his license this January, after fishing under a student license since he was ten. He lobsters
from his 26-foot General Marine, It’s
a Gamble. That’s the name the boat
came with when he bought it from

A slightly younger Andrew sets out to
haul. Photo by Debra Hallinan.

his cousin in 2011, when he replaced
his old boat.
Matt, in turn, bought Andrew’s old
boat and has slowly been saving up
for newer and better gear. “Most of
the stuff I use now isn’t that great,” he
admitted, but he hopes to add some
new gear soon and possibly learn to
build his own traps. “I think it would
be cool to build my own traps. And it
will save money,” he explained. Andrew, on the other hand, prefers to
have his traps made by a local man. “I
usually have the supplies for him, so
I can get them pretty cheap,” he said.
Andrew and Matt said they were accepted into the Boothbay Harbor lobstering community quickly and without any trouble. “Our grandfathers
were good friends with everyone
down here so that made it easy for
us,” Matt explained. Andrew grew up
on the water, learning to fish from his
father and other community members. He began lobstering in a Boston
whaler with his dad and two older
brothers, and then graduated to a
skiff when he got his student license.
He has now worked his way up to a
bigger boat and 300 traps. “Not many
people my age can say they own a
boat and a truck,” he said proudly.
Next school year, as a senior, Andrew plans to participate in the high
school’s work-study program to con-

tinue lobstering through the school
year. “I fish some during the school
year now, but it will be nice to be able
to go out more next year,” Andrew
said. He said he would rather be on
the water than in school and plans to
lobster full-time once he graduates.
“My brothers stopped lobstering after high school and went on to college. I don’t want to do that. It’s hard
to get back in once you leave lobstering and I like working and making money.” Matt, on the other hand,
would like to attend college after he
graduates from Boothbay Region
High School. “I think it’s good to have
a back-up plan,” he said. Both agree,
though, that making money by doing
something they love is a good deal.
“Some kids in school treat us differently because we miss school to go
lobstering,” Matt said. “But not many
of them are making the money we do
and have paid for their own vehicles.”
This winter Andrew and Matt helped
their basketball team win Western
State Basketball Class C and compete for the title of state champions.
“I don’t think we (Boothbay Region
High School) have won the state
championship game since 2001. But
we did win the semi-finals last year,
too,” Andrew said. When the weather
warms up and they aren’t on the water, Andrew enjoys playing golf with
friends. “We just play for fun. Some-

Matt and Andrew aboard It’s a Gamble.
Photo by Debra Hallinan.

one just bought the golf course [in
town] so hopefully it will be nicer
this year,” he said. Matt said he likes
to run. “But with other people. I don’t
like it when it’s just me running,” he
clarified.
When asked what they foresee as issues facing the lobstering industry,
Andrew and Matt agreed that there
are too few young people interested
in lobstering. “There will be no one to
fish in ten years [if more young people don’t get involved],” Andrew said.
So far, neither of them has attended
industry meetings, but they say that
Continued on page 17
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GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE AND YOU:
by Melissa Waterman
For the sake of argument, let’s just
agree that the Gulf of Maine is becoming warmer. It’s not about to boil
away into steam, but the traditionally
colder water temperatures of the Gulf
have risen, most notably at depth.
That change will affect Homarus
americanus, both for good and for
ill. As stated in previous articles in
this publication, warm water allows
juvenile lobsters a leg up in terms of
growth and frequency of molt. Keep
raising the temperature, however,
and certain negative consequences
will follow.
Those negative consequences have
been felt most keenly during the past
two decades by lobstermen in southern New England. A series of environmental and human factors have led
to a marked decline in southern New
England lobster stocks, a decline so
steep that the Atlantic States Marine
Fisheries Commissionto declared the
population overfished in 2010.
Like frogs or iguanas, lobsters are
poikilotherms, animals that are unable to regulate their internal body
temperature. As a result, the inside
of a lobster is basically the same temperature as the water around it. Water
temperatures thus affect the lobster’s
metabolism. Make the temperature

too cold, and the animal’s processes,
such as growth and egg production,
slow down. Raise the temperatures
too high and the animal becomes
susceptible to diseases that it would
otherwise be able to fight off.
One of those diseases is called epizootic shell disease ( found in wildcaught lobsters; epizootic simply
means a disease that affects many
animals at the same time). Shell disease in lobsters was first noticed by
fisheries biologists in New England
in the mid-1980s. By the mid-1990s,
the disease had become widespread
among southern New England lobsters.
The disease attacks the very thin
layer of waxy outer shell, which is extruded by pores in the shell. At first
there are just unsightly lesions on
the shell surface. Then that topmost
layer of shell is eroded away. After
that, the surface bacteria multiply
and penetrate down into the pores.
The lesions spread, undermining the
calcium-based exocuticle, stripping
out the calcium and leaving the shell
weak and papery. These lesions can
be so severe that they fully penetrate
the shell, causing it to fuse to the
membranes beneath it.
Research biologists have found in
laboratory samples that lobsters with
shell disease have markedly high lev-

Warmer water and shell disease

els in their blood of the hormone that
causes a lobster to molt. Typically
female lobsters do not molt during
the many months they are carrying
their eggs on the abdomen. However,
shell disease lobsters, male or female,
appear to molt more frequently, “an
effective strategy to get rid of shells
affected by the disease before the
cuticle is severely compromised,”
according to a paper on the New
England Lobster Research Initiative
published last year in the Journal of
Shellfish Research. Ditching the eggs
before they are viable is not normal
for a female lobster and it certainly
bodes poorly for a resurgence of the
southern New England stock.
But what connection do warmer water temperatures have to the prevalence of shell disease? The Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries
(MDMF) has been concentrating on
that question for many years now.
Buzzards Bay, for example, has seen a
sharp reduction in its lobster populations, with those animals that remain
now hiding in the deeper colder waters near the mouth of the Bay and
Vineyard Sound, according to a paper presented by Tracy Pugh of the
MDMF at the U.S.-Canadian Science
Symposium held in Portland last November. Much of the upper part of
Buzzards Bay now experiences extremely warm water temperatures

during the summer, often in excess of
20° C. for many days at a time.
“The trend of increased shell disease
prevalence in southern New England coincides very well with an increase in the number of days water
temperatures were at or above 20°
C (68° F), which is a physiologically
stressful temperature threshold for
lobsters,” explained Pugh in a recent email. “The mechanism that
actually causes disease is not clear,
whether it be something related to
the lobster (depressed immune system, for example) or to the bacteria
(maybe increased bacterial activity),
but the stressed condition of the lobster seems to be a pre-condition for
disease. There are likely several factors that influence whether a lobster
will get shell disease, one of which is
stressful warm water temperatures.”
So what’s happening along the Maine
coast? Have increasing water temperatures led to more instances of
shell disease? The Department of
Marine Resources (DMR) has been
monitoring sea surface temperatures
in Boothbay Harbor since 1905. A
study conducted by Diane Cowan of
The Lobster Conservancy in Friendship indicated that between 1993 and
2010 the annual sea surface temperature there increased by nearly 3° C.
(8.5° to 11.3° C).
Continued on page 17

READY FOR
ANYTHING!
Bering Sea
Toughness.
Breathable
Comfort.
Proven on the Alaskan
crab grounds, new
Gage Weather Watch
pants, bibs, and
jackets keep you dry
and comfortable on
every adventure.
This tough, lightweight foul weather
shell is an ideal
backup for your
quiver. Get it now
at your Grundéns
dealer!

DFully Waterproof
DLightweight
DPackable
DBreathable
DRugged

www.grundens.com
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REMARKABLE PEOPLE:

Monique Coombs, Orrs Island

nament during the last week of July.

By Shelley Wigglesworth
Monique Coombs can sum up her
work in the Maine fishing industry in
six words: “Eat local seafood. Support
commercial fishermen.” The 32-yearold energetic Orr’s Island resident is
a lobsterman’s wife, mother of two,
proud community member and fishermen’s activist. Coombs founded
Lobsters on the Fly in 2008, an organization working along the coast
of Maine to promote local seafood in
innovative, grassroots ways.
“Lobsters on the Fly aims to enhance
the relationships between fishermen,
fishing communities and consumers,” Coombs explained. “We achieve
our objectives by teaching cooking
classes, participating in local food
system conversations, and on-line
media, conducting speaking engagements and other projects.” Its Web
site (www.lobstersonthefly.org) features Coombs’ commentary on a variety of topics related to seafood, local foods, and her life on Orrs Island.
Coombs is also the co-coordinator
of the Eat Local Foods Coalition in
Maine and chair of the Maine Seafood Marketing Network. She serves
on the steering committee of Localcatch.org and as a board member
of the Casco Bay Tuna Club, which
hosts the state’s oldest fishing tour-

Currently Coombs is consulting for
the Penobscot East Resource Center
(PERC) in Stonington, reaching out
to those involved in all aspects of
the seafood industry. “Monique has
moved into an important role in
Maine’s fishing industry,” said Robin
Alden, executive director of PERC.
“She is inclusive, smart and perceptive and cares passionately about lo-

I try to come at it from
the perspective of ‘how
is this going to affect my
community?’
cal marketing and helping the food
system work better for everyone from
fishermen to consumers.”
Coombs attended high school at
North Yarmouth Academy then went
on to Saint Michael’s College in Vermont. She became interested in promoting Maine’s fishing industry for
several reasons. “I think there are
some very serious myths in the media and our society about the fishing
industry that are hurtful to fishermen and I’m very passionate about
local food,” Coombs explained.
Her involvement began with a sim-

ple seafood cookbook that she produced, published and sold. She then
donated the cookbook’s proceeds to
the Maine Lobstermen’s Association.
After that initial endeavor, Coombs
wanted to do more. “A farmer friend
of mine and I had coffee one day and I
told her I wanted seafood to be more
prominent in the local food movement. She said something like, ‘So do
it,’” Coombs said with a laugh.
After starting Lobsters on the Fly,
Coombs turned to creating the
Maine Seafood Marketing Network,
a collaboration of individuals and
organizations in the fishing industry
working to support the marketing
of Maine’s seafood. “It’s been pretty
successful. We [the members] have
all come to the conclusion that it is
most helpful when we keep it simple
so we meet once every other month
to update each other on our projects
and those who want to can collaborate. It’s been a really great way to get
to know people in the industry,” said
Coombs.
Coombs is in an unusual position
when it comes to promoting her
causes because she has the benefit
of seeing things through the eyes of
a consumer, a coastal resident and
an insider directly involved through
her own fishing family. “Every time I
make a decision or think about what

Monique Coombs sorting tuna guts after
the annual Casco Bay Tuna Club tournament in July. Photo courtesy of Monique
Coombs.

I am going to say or do I try to come
at it from the perspective of ‘how is
this going to affect my community?’
I know firsthand what it’s like when
someone talks about losing traps, not
being able to go out fishing, low prices for the catch, high prices for bait
and fuel because this is what we talk
about at the dinner table, not how we
can change it but how it’s going to
affect how we can pay our bills,” she
explained.
Sam Grimly, project manager in the
Sustainable Seafood Program at
GMRI, thinks highly of Coombs’ efforts. “Monique possesses a strong
Continued on page 9
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UNDERWATER VIDEO GIVES NEW VIEW OF SINKING GROUNDLINE
By Kate McClellan

The gear was set down on different
types of substrate described by the
lobstermen as hard mix, gravel, rocky,
mud, and sand. The weather ranged
from calm and sunny to rain with
high seas and wind. The gear was set
at depths ranging from 55 feet to 108
feet. A total of 68 hours and 28 minutes of video was collected over the
10 days in the field.

Since the sinking groundline rule
took effect in the Gulf of Maine, the
Maine Lobstermen’s Association
(MLA) has regularly heard from lobstermen about frequent chafing observed between the first and second
trap in a trawl. Based on feedback
from the industry, the Consortium
for Wildlife Bycatch Reduction and
the MLA decided to investigate the
problem by placing cameras in lobster traps to collect video of interactions among the groundline, trap,
and sea bottom.
With the help of engineers from the
University of New Hampshire and
Blue Water Concepts in Eliot, Maine,
we took a typical lobster trap and inserted three GoPro cameras to record
rope movements. One camera was
positioned at the front of the trap to
look out at the groundline, the second looked out the side of the trap to
capture any wrapping, and the third
camera was placed looking up. The
sinking groundline used in the trials was marked with duct tape every
foot in a unique pattern so we could
determine where the rope interacted
with the sea floor or trap.
In the fall of 2012, Heather Tetreault
from the MLA contracted with lobstermen from southern, midcoast,
and downeast Maine to conduct field
trials under real fishing conditions.

Three GoPro underwater video cameras
were fixed on a trap to capture the action
of groundline under use. All photos courtesy of Kate McClellan.

We chose to record video in three distinct locations in the Gulf of Maine so
we could observe a variety of different
sea bottoms, tidal and current conditions, and water depths. The three
lobstermen also fished very different
gear configurations, setting between
two and ten traps and using different
brands of rope, buoys and weights.
Heather and each lobsterman went
out on three consecutive days and
deployed the gear two hours prior
to the tide change and removed the
gear two hours after the tide change
to accommodate the full range of potential movement.

E  
 
SINK
523(

)/2$7
523(

One of the best images of sinking
groundline chafing came from southern Maine during the first three days
of field work. In this picture, you can
clearly see where the groundline hits
the sea floor, which is about six feet
from where it is attached to the fourpoint bridle and vertical line. The vertical line is composed of sinking line
on top and floating groundline on the
bottom, which provides the buoyancy that is lifting the first few feet
of the sinking groundline. The video
that this image came from shows the
groundline moving slowly back and
forth in the water column due to the
influence of tide and current. The line
also moves up and down, due to the
surface water tugging on the vertical
line. We also observed similar behavior in the video footage from southern and midcoast Maine.

Strong currents in downeast Maine drew
the line extremely taut so that it scarcely
moved.

times it was even observed over the
trap. On one of the days, the current
was running so strongly that the line
is seen taut, with very little movement (see photo above). The cameras
also recorded some other interesting
events, including lobsters moving
around the trap and ropes, fish, and
a pair of ghost ropes floating past the
active gear.
The Consortium and the MLA have
Continued on page 17

The three days of video from downeast Maine provided the exception
to what we thought would be typical behavior for sinking groundline.
During these trials, the groundline
never touched the sea floor; some-

Keep your
traps fishing
even when
you can’t get
to ‘em!

Each trap was set two hours before tide
change and hauled two hours after.

All Natural Salted Hairless Cowhide
LONG-LASTING and AFFORDABLE
LOBSTER BAIT

Available in 30 gal. drums or 5 gal. pailss
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Highest quality ropes made in Maine
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2004 HOLLAND 38
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Please contact David directly at 207-522-7572 or david@etnierboats.com to learn
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Visit us at www.etnierboats.com

Phone: 603.300.2846 or 603.300.2849
Email: info@bessybait.com
Bessy Bait is sold at our warehouse located at
155 rear Batchedler Rd., Seabrook NH 03874
Please call for HOURS and PRICING!
Bessy Bait is also sold at all Brooks Trap Mill locations.

Approved
Maine Labeling

M.K. Hoffman Associates, Inc.
DISTRIBUTOR OF POWER UP LUBRICANTS
SAVE FUEL

SAVE OIL

SAVE YOUR ENGINE

SAVE MONEY

SEE OUR DEMONSTRATION
“Saved my engines. Extended the life. Saved me fuel.”
R. Sapanara, 110’ Brooklyn VI
Current users: Ford, General Motors, Boeing, U.S. and Canadian Militaries

M. K. Hoffman Associates, Inc.
Marc K. Hoffman, President

Distributors of Power Up Lubricants
and Kleenoil Filter Systems

We will come to you. Call for an appointment to see our demo.
140-A Union Avenue
Lynbrook, New York 11563
Email: mkhoffman@optonline.net

Tel: 516-887-8202
Fax: 516-887-8113
Cell: 516-244-2146
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MLPC continued from page 1

sustainable competitive advantages and most
compelling messages.
Recognizing this need, MLPC issued a request
for proposals last fall from firms specializing in
the creation of marketing strategies. After reviewing proposals and hearing presentations,
MLPC hired Futureshift to develop a brand
strategy. Futureshift’s approach is centered
around customer engagement, focusing on the
needs, frustrations and perceptions of our customers. Developing a brand strategy that marries customers’ needs with our industry’s capabilities gives us the best possibility of a strong
return on investment.
Futureshift’s process involved conducting both
an internal assessment of the industry (Maine
lobster fishermen, dealers, processors) and
an external assessment (chefs, foodservice
operators, retail buyers, media). A market assessment will provide information on market
channels, geographic regions and competitive
advantages. The final product will be an action
plan that includes a comprehensive approach
to the way we market Maine lobster. It will
provide the basis for determining the tactical
elements (advertising, events, public relations,
promotions, etc.) that will help to increase demand for Maine lobster.
The brand strategy should be completed by July.
The Council applied for and received a grant
from the Lobster Research, Education and Development Board to fund the majority of the
brand strategy project.

Enhanced Media Relations
Everyone has noticed increased media coverage about the Maine lobster industry as the
season approaches – speculation on the price
and landings for the upcoming season as well
as pros and cons of various proposed bills that
could affect the industry. The MLPC is working
on a focused media relations effort to help build
mass media buzz, awareness and excitement
for Maine lobster. We will be targeting national
and key regional and metro media outlets with
both business and food stories.

Branch Brook Farm
Quality Lobster Traps
Complete traps, boxes, or kits.
We can build them anyway you want them!
Sawmill Lane, Thomaston, ME 04861
596-3635 or354-8123

Serving you for 25 years!

At industry events, like the International Boston
Seafood Show held annually each March, the MLPC
promotes the taste and quality of Maine lobster. At
the 2013 show, the world learned that Maine lobster
is fully certified as a sustainable fishery by the Marine
Stewardship Council. Photo by Annie Tselikis.

Maine seafood companies will donate the processing of the lobsters into lobster meat. The
lobster meat will be used for a huge fundraiser
in conjunction with Luke’s Lobster of New York
City. The lobster rolls will be sold at a compelling discounted price from Luke’s Lobster food
trucks or restaurant. The proceeds will be given
to charities that benefit the victims of Superstorm Sandy.
New York and New Jersey consumers and businesses are traditionally good customers of
Maine lobster, and they were hit hard by Sandy.
This is a great opportunity for Maine’s lobstering communities to thank the people of New
York and New Jersey who have purchased so
much of our lobster in the past, and to support
them in their efforts to rebuild their homes and
communities.

Seacoast Lobster Band
Company
PO Box 1472
Manchester, MA 01944

Plain and printed lobster bands
Telephone 1-800-830-1856
Cell 978-317-5154

I’ve met with many lobstermen at recent lobster
zone council meetings and have been struck
by their enthusiasm for this plan. It is just another example of the extraordinary character of
Maine lobstermen and the communities they
so ably support.

Charitable Event
To help start the lobster season off with a bang,
the MLPC is planning a charitable event in New
York City at the end of June to benefit those who
are still dealing with the impact of Superstorm
Sandy. The goal is to get 5,000 pounds of lobster donated from the lobstermen in Maine.

Coombs continued from page 7

knowledge of all things seafood, ranging from
supply chain nuances to fishing practices and
policies. Her work is driven out of her genuine
care for Maine’s coastal communities and fisheries.” Togue Brawn, owner and president of
Maine Dayboat Scallops, agreed. “Coombs seeks
out problems in order to solve them, and often

Monique Coombs and her daughter try a little mackerel
fishing during the summer months. Photo courtesy of
Monique Coombs.

turns those problems into opportunities. She
believes anything can be accomplished with
enough drive and passion, and she shows that
to be the case,” Brawn said. “She is always trying to promote something that will be good for
the whole fishing industry and the whole local
food growers too. She has the best of intentions
and works hard,” said Bailey Island lobsterman
Glenn Rogers.
Coombs has even more projects that she is contemplating for the future. “My husband and I
are interested in oyster farming,” she explained.
“I’d like to get to a place where seafood is just
part of the [ food] system and keep working in
local foods. Plus I’d like to do more harvesting
work either on the water or in the garden,” she
said. Coombs feels that in time these future aspirations will become a reality and for now she
is content. “I’m doing what I love right now,
where I love to be, with lots of people that I love.
I think I might be doing my long-term goal right
now,” she said.

137 Pleasant Hill Road, Scarborough

• Riverdale AQUAMESH ® Wire - Made in USA
• Distributor of Fitec Twine and Buoys
• Cotesi and Polysteel “Hot Shot” Rope
• Worcester’s Lobster and Crab Bait
• Blue Water® Buoy Paint
• Kits, Cages, and Complete Traps
• Traps built the way you want!
• Unlike the others, we have trap kits IN STOCK

MAY SPECIAL!
6x14 Buoy, $5.29 case price
www.searosetrap.com

EMAIL OR
CALL TODAY!

searosetrap@gmail.com
Shop: 207-730-5531
Cell: 207-730-2063
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OUR SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
AUTOMOTIVE

O’Hara Corportation
120 Tillson Ave
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-0405
baitman@midcoast.com

Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
573 Route 1
Newcastle, ME 04553
207-563-8138/ 888-944-5337
rmiller@newcastlemotorcars.com
www.newcastlemotorcars.com
15% off parts and service. Receive $200 additional discount on all new and used vehicles.
Please bring ad copy in at time of sale.

FISHING, MARINE & INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES

INSURANCE
Allen Insurance and Financial
PO Box 578
Camden, ME 04847
207-236-4311
cguptill@allenfg.com
www.alleninsuranceandfinancial.com

North Atlantic Power Products
15 Continental Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
603-418-0470
sprofio@glpower.com
www.northatlanticpower.com
10% discount for all service repair of twin disc
transmissions. 15% off any new MGX series
gears and electronic control systems.

Purse Line Bait
PO Box 276
Sebasco Estates, ME 04565
207-389-9155
jenniebplb@yahoo.com

Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
366 US Route 1
Falmouth , ME 04105
207-781-5553/800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com
Discounted vessel insurance for MLA members. Additional 5% discount with proof of
completing a C.G.- approved Fishing Vessel Drill Conductor course within the last 5
years.

BAIT DEALERS
BOAT BUILDERS/ BOAT REPAIR
Alfred Osgood
PO Box 358
Vinalhaven, ME 04863
207-863-0929
sosgood590@aol.com

Sea Side Rope Inc.
Bob Ames
1023 Eastern Rd.
Warren, ME 04864 207-273-4680
karenvogtames@seasiderope.com
www.seasiderope.com
Show your MLA membership card to receive
discounts off retail pricing.

SW Boatworks
Stewart Workman
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605
207-667-7427
swboatworks@roadrunner.com
www.swboatworks.com
Show MLA member card to receive $500 discount on new hull or top.

Bessy Bait LLC
2 Mase Rd
Hampton , NH 03842
603-300-2846/603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com www.bessybait.com
$5 off each barrel on multiple barrel purchases
at Seabrook NH location with MLA card.

LEGAL SERVICES
GIFTS

EDUCATIONAL & TRADE SHOWS
Maine Maritime Museum
243 Washington St
Bath, ME 04530
207-443-1316
lent@maritimeme.org
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members.

C&P BAIT
33 Wright St
New Bedford, MA 02740
508-965-8199
scostalobsterbait@gmail.com
Lund’s Fisheries Inc
David Brand
997 Ocean Dr.
Cape May, NJ 08204
609-884-7600
dbrand@lundsfish.com
www.lundsfish.com

Coastal Hydraulics Inc
PO Box 2832
Seabrook, NH 03874 603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com
10% discount on all in-stock items for MLA
members.

Machias Savings Bank
PO Box 318
Machias, ME 04654
207-255-3347
www.machiassavings.com

MAINE

HAMILTON
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$

549

STD-CP590
Order# 739287

USCG Approved, GMDSS compliant,
6 year non-hazardous battery.

$

75

REBATES

499

SVS650 Color Sounder
6.5" HD LCD display, 600W, LIMITED QUANTITY!
transducer sold separately.
SAVE
$
99 Reg 639.99
$
SIT-SVS650
90
Order# 736789
50/200 Dual Frequency
Transducer Adapter
SIT-DAC
$
41
Order# 737090

149999

Smartfind™ 406 MHz EPIRBS

$

Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.

12.1" Display with Built-In
C-MAP cartography
Manufacturers Price 1799.99

Color Order#
Black 739299
White 739298

CAT I AUTO

800-639-2715 hamiltonmarine.com

CP590 GPS Chartplotter

99

CAT I w/GPS

99 $

719

99

Manuf.
Mail In

Kobelt 2015 Controls

Fish Basket

Corrosion-free die cast silicon bronze and
stainless steel hardware. Takes 33c or 43c
cables. Adapters not included.
T-Handle Long & Short
SAVE
Order# 120870
$
Twin T-Handle
Order# 120871
Reg 399.99
Curved with Knobs $
99
Order# 120872

Round, orange
plastic with
holes, approx.
1 bushel.

349

Searsport
Commercial
Fishing Store
House
Come see our
new warehouse,
stocked full of
supplies for commercial ﬁshermen!

PORTLAND

34

50

PW-406-1SF
PW-406-1GSF
Order# 173680 Order# 173683

ROCKLAND

Canobie Seafoods, Inc
1077 Bar Harbor Rd.
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-2250
rpdoane@yahoo.com

COMMERCIAL DISCOUNTS!

MARINE

Solara DSC Class D VHF

LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/WHOLESALE/
RETAIL

Hews Company LLC
190 Rumery St.
South Portland, ME 04106
207-767-2136/800-234-4397
info@hewsco.com www.hewsco.com
10% off hydraulic components and Cable Craft
cables in 2013.

New England Fish Company
Suzannah Raber & Gage Ashbaugh
446 Commercial St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-253-5626
nefco@mac.com
www.raberfisheries.com

Program Scan, Dual & TriWatch.
Displays GPS info.

Scott Logan Law
75 Pearl St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-699-1314
scott@southernmainebankruptcy.com
20% discount on foreclosure defense & bankruptcy legal fees.

HYDRAULICS

FINANCIAL & INVESTMENT

H

Nicholas H Walsh PA
PO Box 7206
Portland, ME 04112
207-772-2191
nwalsh@gwi.net
www.nicholas-walsh.com
5% off legal services.

Maine Camp Outfitters
300 Sunset Rd
Sunset, ME 04683 800-560-6090
andy@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com
10% off all apparel and promotional product
orders.

Rope Cutting Guns
100 Watts

$

2499

List 39.95
PUR-15463
Order# 127675

Heavy Duty
150 Watts

$

3499

List 69.00
PUR-15463HD
Order# 735613

SEARSPORT

SOUTHWEST HARBOR

$

1999

List 38.68
HML-BASKET-PLAS
Order# 118243

Adult Universal Cold
Water Immersion Suit
Three ﬁngered mitt, snugﬁtting face seal, retroreﬂective tape. Includes
whistle and storage bag.
USCG APPROVED

$

27999

List 406.51
RVS-1409A
Order# 743829

JONESPORT

MAINE
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OUR SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
Cozy Harbor Seafood Inc
PO Box 389
Portland, ME 04112
207-879-2665
jnorton@cozyharbor.com
www.cozyharbor.com

Rome Packing Co., Inc.
2266 Pawtucket Ave.
East Providence, RI 02914
401-228-7170/800-985-7663
adam@romepacking.com
www.romepacking.com

Milton Cat
16 Pleasant Hill Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04070
207-833-9586
stewart_tuttle@miltoncat.com
www.miltoncat.com

The Clam Shack
PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net
www.theclamshack.net

Craig’s All Natural LLC
25 Winecellar Rd.
Durham, NH 03824
630-397-5331
craig@craigsallnatural.com
www.craigsallnatural.com
10% discount on all Victorinox Cutlery

Spruce Head Fishermen’s Coop
275 Island Rd
South Thomaston, ME 04858
207-594-8029
shfcoop@gmail.com

PROPELLERS

SAFTEY TRAINING

Accutech Marine Propeller, Inc.
24 Crosby Rd. Unit 6
Dover, NH 03820
603-617-3626
larry@accutechmarine.com
www.accutechmarine.com
20% off propeller repair.Discounts vary by
manufacturer for new propellers,shafting and
other hardware.

McMillan Offshore Survival Training
PO Box 411
Belfast, ME 04915
207-338-1603
jmcmillan@mcmillanoffshore.com
www.mcmillanoffshore.com
10% discount on USCG Drill Conductor training.

Cranberry Isles Fishermens Coop
PO Box 258
Islesford, ME 04646
207-244-5438
cranberrycoop@gmail.com
Fishermens Heritage Lobster Coop
PO Box 359
Friendship, ME 04547
207-832-6378
fishermensheritage@yahoo.com
Holden Seafood Corporation
93 E 7th Street
New York , NY 10009
212-387-8487
lukeslobster@gmail.com
www.lukeslobster.com
Open Ocean Trading LLC
30 Western Ave, Suite 206
Gloucester, MA 01930
978-515-7683
info@openoceantrading.com
www.openoceantrading.com
Orion Seafood International
20 Ladd Street, 3rd Floor
Portsmouth, NH 03801
603-433-2220
info@orionseafood.com
www.orionseafood.com

Swans Island Fishermens Coop
PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685
207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net

TRAP BUILDERS/STOCK SUPPLIES
Weathervane Seafoods Inc
31 Badgers Island West
Kittery, ME 03904
207-439-0920
jsharp@weathervaneseafoods.com
www.weathervaneseafoods.com
10% off all shipping (mail orders) & retail
orders.
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
23 Pedleton Rd.
Winter Harbor, ME 04693
207-963-5857
info@winterharborlobster.com
10% off fresh picked lobster meat.
MARINE ENGINES
Cummins Northeast Inc.
George Menezes
10 Gibson Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04074
207-510-2247
george.menezes@cummins.com
www.cumminsnortheast.com

REFRIGERATION SERVICES
Brooks Trap Mill
211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861
207-354-8763
stephen@brookstrapmill.com
www.brookstrapmill.com

Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Ave.
Windham, ME 04062
207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com
www.appliedrefrigeration.com
$250 off new installations.

Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd.
Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545/800-451-1200
MikeW@friendshiptrap.com
www.friendshiptrap.com
5% off list price on traps purchased at the
Friendship store.

RESTAURANTS
Barnacle Billys Inc.
PO Box 837
Ogunquit , ME 03907
207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com
www.barnbilly.com

Sea Rose Trap Co.
137 Pleasant Hill Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04074
207-730-2063
searosetrap@gmail.com
www.searosetrap.com
5% off trap list price

Newick’s Hospitality Group, Inc.
431 Dover Point Rd .
Dover, NH 03820
603-742-3205
controller@newicks.com
www.newicks.com
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
Advocating for
responsible resource
management and
prosperity for Maine’s
commercial lobstermen
since 1954.
•••
President: David Cousens
So. Thomaston, 207.594.7518
1st VP: Jim Dow
Bass Harbor, 207.288.9846
2nd VP: Kristan Porter
Cutler, 207.259.3306
Sec/Treasurer: Arnold Gamage, Jr.
So. Bristol, 207.644.8110

Bob Baines, Spruce Head, 596.0177
Shane Carter, Bar Harbor, 288.0236
Dwight Carver, Beals, 497.2895
Gerry Cushman, Port Clyde, 372.6429
Jim Henderson, Camp Ellis, 468.4363
Robert Ingalls, Bucks Harbor, 255.3418
Mark Jones, Boothbay, 633.6054
Jason Joyce, Swan’s Island, 526.4109
Jack Merrill, Islesford, 244.4187
Tad Miller, Matinicus, 372.6941
Mike Myrick, Cushing, 354.6077
Brad Parady, Kittery, 337.3141
Willis Spear, Yarmouth, 846.9279
Jay Smith, Nobleboro, 563.5208
Craig Stewart, Long Island, 846.3158
Elliott Thomas, Yarmouth, 846.6201
John Williams, Stonington, 367.2731
Donald Young, Cushing, 354.6404
Jack Young, Vinalhaven, 863.4905

Staff
•••
Executive Director
Patrice McCarron
patrice@mainelobstermen.org
Education Coordinator
Annie Tselikis
annie@mainelobstermen.org
Education Assistant
April Gilmore
april@mainelobstermen.org

Communications Assistant
Sarah Paquette
sarah@mainelobstermen.org

Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
203 Lafayette Center
Kennebunk, ME 04043
info@mainelobstermen.org
207.967.4555
www.mainelobstermen.org

STEAMING AHEAD
This editorial by Patrice McCarron
first appeared in the Bangor Daily
News on April 3

build the lobster industry’s marketing organization to effectively serve
lobstermen in the 21st century.

The Maine Lobstermen’s Association has been proudly and effectively representing Maine lobstermen
for 59 years. The MLA was organized
in 1954 by lobstermen who had the
foresight to understand that they
would be better off working together than on their own.

The Bangor Daily News quotes
IAM as saying, “We sat there and
watched them [MLA] say they were
representing you in this marketing
bill, watched them say ‘75-25.’” The
MLA testified at the public hearing
and has been at all of the meetings
concerning this marketing proposal
for more than a year. But nowhere
in the MLA’s testimony did we directly support the funding formula
for lobstermen to foot 75 percent of
the cost.

Over the years, the MLA has established a track record of being
effective on the issues. With a constituency who rarely agrees, MLA
has built trust with the industry by
working honestly and with integrity.
During the month of March alone,
the MLA has given Maine’s lobstermen a voice on issues ranging from
mosquito spraying rules and North
Atlantic right whale stock assessments, to opening the St. Croix
River for alewife passage, marketing
the lobster industry and improving
lobster quality. In addition we held
our annual meeting and attended
the Boston Seafood Show and the
U.S.-Canada Lobstermen’s Town
Meeting. We know the issues, and
we know the lobster industry.
Now, there’s a new group coming to
a town near you, and unfortunately
for Maine lobstermen, it doesn’t
seem to share our ethics. Seeing
lobstermen getting organized to improve their future is a good thing.
The more lobstermen involved, the
better. But the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, or IAM, is attempting to organize Maine lobstermen
with false promises. It has gone so
far as to take credit for stopping
proposed legislation to establish a
new marketing organization from
being passed as written. The truth
of the matter is that the legislation
was never intended to be passed as
written. It was a starting point for
the Legislature to work from to re-

MLA DIRECTORS MEETING
SUMMARY
The MLA Board of Directors met on
April 2 in Belfast, Maine. The Board
reviewed a list of bills under consideration by the Marine Resources
Committee. The directors discussed
the marketing bill, LD 486, which
seeks to raise $3 million to improve
the marketing and branding of Maine
lobster. To date, the Committee had
held a public hearing and three work
sessions. A fourth work session was
scheduled for late April. The Board
reiterated its strong support for the
bill and the need to maintain the $3
million budget. MLA directors supported the Committee’s negotiations
to find the most equitable funding
formula amongst harvesters, dealers and processors, but maintained

MLA’s testimony stated, “As we
look to transition from the existing
Maine Lobster Promotion Council
to a new marketing entity, there are
several elements of critical importance to the lobster industry that
you should consider: The purpose of
the organization must be to maximize the boat price for Maine lobster; funding must be implemented
at $3 million per year beginning in
year 3; the organization must be accountable to its constituents who
are paying the bill; the organization
must be transparent in its work and
regarding spending on behalf of the
lobster industry; and the organization must prove its merit through
an independent review of its effectiveness.”
I suppose we’ll have to look to the
media to find out IAM’s position
on the marketing bill because no
one from IAM even testified at the
hearing. According to press reports,
the union has said that it is lobbying state lawmakers for a 70-30 split,
with harvesters paying the smaller
share. If lobstermen want to trust
their business to a bunch of paid
lobbyists in Augusta, then maybe
the IAM is for them.

achieve our policy goals without
paid lobbyists. MLA’s director and
board members travel to Augusta to
give our industry a voice. We know
the issues; we know the industry;
and we can make those critical decisions for our lobstermen when it
matters most. MLA is truly by the
fishermen for the fishermen.
Under the proposed IAM dues
structure, 60 percent of lobstermen’s dues would leave Maine and
go straight to union headquarters
in Maryland, according to an IAM
business representative. That does
not sound like a good deal for Maine
lobstermen. IAM organizers claim
their researchers and lawyers have
found a loophole in the Sherman
Antitrust Act, namely, the federal
Fishermen’s Collective Marketing
Act, which would allow lobstermen
to negotiate boat price.
I hate to break it to IAM’s powerful
researchers and lawyers, but that is
the federal law that allows lobstermen to organize into co-ops. This is
not news for Maine’s lobster industry; we’ve had co-ops in place for
nearly 40 years. Maine lobstermen
should beware of handing over $625
of their hard-earned money each
year to an organization with such
dishonest tactics.
Maine’s lobster industry is comprised of nearly 5,000 independent
business owners. We are not laborers. We are hardworking men and
women who are proud of our heritage who often don’t agree on the
issues and are generally averse to
change. Maine lobstermen already
have the opportunity to participate
in a highly effective and trusted
trade association, the MLA, if they
want a voice and some honesty in
shaping their future.
As always, stay safe on the water.

That’s not the MLA’s way. MLA is
a grassroots organization, and we

their strong preference for the majority voting rights and funding to come
from the harvester sector. The Board
then discussed the lobster dragger
bill, LD 1097, at length. The directors
thoroughly considered all of the pros
and cons of the bill and voted unanimously to oppose An Act to Allow the
Sale of Incidentally Caught Lobster.
The directors developed their strategy for the public hearing, which
included mailing post cards to all
MLA members, written and spoken
testimony and a sign-in sheet for lobstermen who attend the public hearing but do not wish to speak publicly.
MLA will also submit an editorial to
the Portland Press Herald.
After discussion the directors voted to support LD 482 An Act to Improve the Quality of the Data Used in
the Management of Maine’s Fisher-

ies, although the MLA wants to ensure that lobstermen can continue
to pay sternmen
through a share
of the catch. The
directors
also
voted to support
LD 778 An Act
to Develop Principles to Guide
Fisheries Management Decisions
and LD 939 An Act to Restore Maine’s
Groundfish Industry. The MLA voted
to oppose LD 810 An Act to Amend
the Lobster Trap Tag System for Certain Zones, LD 1097 An Act to Allow
the Sale of Incidentally Caught Lobster
and LD 1171 Resolve to Allow Certain
Holders of Lobster and Crab Fishing
Licenses to Harvest River Herring as
Bait. The MLA directors did not take
a position on LD 899 An Act to Cre-
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
ate a Non-commercial, Non-domiciled
Resident Lobster and Crab Fishing License, because they viewed it as a bill
to create an exemption for a constituent, or LD 1020 An Act Regarding the
Swans Island Lobster Zone because
the MLA does not weigh in on local
or zone level issues unless they have
statewide impact.
MLA directors discussed concerns
that have been raised regarding the
fledgling lobstermen’s union being
formed by the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers (IAM). Their overarching
concern is that union representatives are stating that the union will
represent lobstermen on a variety of
issues, but they are not offering any
details of how this would differ from
what is already being done. The MLA
will work with other lobstermen who
have raised questions about the intentions of the union and help to provide resources to guide lobstermen
in their decisions.
Following up on the recommendations from the MLA directors’ retreat
held in February and discussions
at the Maine Fishermen’s Forum in
March, the MLA will launch a lobster quality and handling program
this summer with the Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance (MLCA).
The program is in its early stages,
but is likely to include meetings with
harvesters and dealers, a quality and
handling workshop, newsletter articles, and outreach with lobstermen
and dock workers to discuss current
practices to haul, handle, store and
transport lobster. MLCA will meet
with lobstermen and those buying
stations that have been identified by
their peers as having implemented
‘best practices.’ MLCA will develop
recommendations for Best Management Practices for Maine lobstermen
and for buying stations. The outcome
of this project will be used to develop
a Lobster Quality Certification program to be implemented in the lobster industry in 2014.
There was confusion at the Annual
Meeting regarding the election of officers. The Directors unanimously affirmed their vote for David Cousens,
President, Jim Dow, 1st Vice-President, Kristan Porter, 2nd Vice- President, and Arnie Gamage, Secretary/
Treasurer.
The MLA continues to advertise its
commercial space for rent in Nobleboro. The directors recommended
Sonny Beal, Bob Williams and Adam

Campbell to the Maine Office of
Tourism for their Insiders program.
John Williams announced that Joey
Tardif of Stonington has designed
aerators to improve oxygen levels in
live tanks for sale to lobstermen. He
can be reached at 460-6239. The MLA
will meet again on May 7 at 5 p.m. in
Belfast.
MLA TALKS WITH RUSSIAN
DELEGATION
MLA education coordinator Annie
Tselikis gave a presentation about the
Maine lobster industry to a group of
fisheries managers, researchers and
seafood marketers from Russia on
April 16 in Portland. Participants were
touring Maine as part of the International Visitors Leadership Program,
an exchange program sponsored
by the United States Department of
State. Participants were particularly
interested in the way that Maine’s
lobster management is designed to
protect rural fishing communities
and prevent consolidation of lobster
licenses. One of the participants was
interested in seeking ways to distribute Maine lobster in Russia and to his
clients throughout Europe.
MLA LEADERSHIP MEET
WITH MAINE DELEGATION,
GOVERNOR LEPAGE
David Cousens and Patrice McCarron
met with Governor LePage to discuss
concerns over the Governor’s support
for legalizing the landing of lobster
bycatch in Maine. The MLA urged the
Governor to consider more comprehensively the array of issues facing
Maine’s groundfish industry, stating
its position that landing lobster bycatch in Maine is not going to save the
fleet.
MLA President David Cousens met
with representatives from Maine’s
Congressional delegation in April to
voice MLA’s strong opposition over the
bill before the Maine legislature that
would allow Maine’s groundfishing
vessels to land dragger-caught lobster
in Maine. He expressed the industry’s
concern that this so-called bycatch
provision is being abused by vessels
which are in fact directing their nets
on lobster. Cousens urged the delegation to eliminate the 100/500 lobster
bycatch provision completely.
David Cousens and Island Institute
staff informed the delegation on the

significant changes that lobstermen
are observing in the oceans and the
impacts those are having on Maine’s
lobster fishery. The group emphasized
the need for the Maine delegation to
support DMR’s appropriations request
and the importance of the GoMOOS
buoys for monitoring ocean changes.
The group also raised the issue of the
upcoming rules to regulate the risk of
vertical lines on whales, which are due
in draft later this summer.
MLA’s McCarron also joined a delegation who met with the Governor to
urge him to support the restoration of
alewife passage on the St. Croix River
in May.
CLIMATE CHANGE
ROUNDTABLE
MLA’s president, David Cousens, participated in a distinguished panel
held in April in Washington, DC to
discuss the impacts of climate change
on fishing communities and ocean
resources. The panel participants included Senator Angus King, Dr. Robert
Steneck and Philip Conkling. Cousens
discussed the significant changes that
lobstermen are observing on the water, such as warm ocean waters causing lobster to shed early and the appearance of warm water species such
as tropical fish and blue crabs in the
Gulf of Maine. Dr. Steneck provided a
primer on the science of ocean acidification and warned that the ocean is
getting more acidic and the ecosystem
is changing. Senator King spoke about
the need for Congress to monitor and
address this issue, and Philip Conkling
engaged the audience in a discussion
of how to raise awareness about the
impacts of these changes and get more
people involved in finding solutions.
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
The 127th Legislature has been a busy
one, with many bills under consideration that could have a major impact
on the lobster industry. Two bills of
particular importance have been
considered by the Marine Resources
Committee. LD 1097 An Act to Allow
the Sale of Incidentally Caught Lobsters
proposed to allow Maine-based draggers to land lobster bycatch harvested
in Lobster Management Area 3 at the
Portland Fish Exchange. LD 486 An
Act to Provide for the Effective Marketing and Promotion of Maine Lobster
would create a new lobster marketing
body with a $3 million annual budget

MLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
2013 MEETING SCHEDULE
All meetings take place at Darby’s Restaurant, 155 High
St., Belfast.
May 7, 5 p.m.
June 4, 5 p.m.
July 9, 5 p.m.
No August meeting

Sept, 3, 5 p.m.
Oct. 1, 5 p.m.
Nov. 5, 5 p.m.
Dec 2, 5 p.m.
Please call the MLA office at 967-4555 to confirm
date and time.

phased in over three years.
The public hearing on LD 1097, the
dragger-caught lobster bill, drew
a relatively small crowd. Nearly 20
people testified in support of the bill
while approximately 35 people from
the lobster industry strongly opposed
the landing of dragger caught lobster.
The MLA lead the charge to get this
bill killed, calling on its members to
hit the phones to let elected officials
know that this bill must be killed. The
Marine Resources Committee held
two work sessions on the bill. While
they expressed concern over the future of Maine’s groundfish industry,
they sent a strong message about the
need to ensure that our core lobster
conservation programs remain in
place by voting unanimously, Ought
Not to Pass, effectively killing the bill.
The Marine Resources Committee discussed entertaining a separate proposal to consider alternate measure to
help Maine’s groundfish industry.
The Marine Resources Committee
spent considerable time debating LD
486 which proposes to raise $3 million
from the lobster industry to improve
the marketing of Maine lobster, holding a public hearing and four work
sessions. In April, the Committee
voted unanimously to support LD 486,
recommending a funding formula to
share the budget equally between harvesters and dealers. The budget will be
phased in over three years and a complete review of the program will be
conducted after five years by an independent third party with the option to
sunset the program if it does not perform. The harvester fees will be a flat
surcharge on top of existing license
fees. At a 50/50 harvester/dealer split,
the harvester surcharge will reach
$243 for a Class I license, $487 for a
Class II license, and $732 for a Class III
license in years three through five. To
ensure the most equitable cost sharing
amongst small and larger dealers, the
Committee is exploring options that
include a base surcharge on the dealer
licenses and additional fees for supplemental licenses, number of trucks
and truck weights. This is still under
development and will be brought back
to the Committee for final approval.
LOBSTER UNION CONCERNS
The MLA has received calls from
many lobstermen, both members
and non-members, who have asked
questions about the impact that a
proposed lobster union might have
on the industry. The MLA is not able
to speak for the union, so the association has partnered with concerned
lobstermen to create a Web site to
guide those with questions about
the union. A FAQ section on the site
reiterates several questions raised
by lobstermen that are as yet unanswered by the union about what
unionization would mean for lobstermen. The Web site is designed to
Continued on page 14
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serve as a resource for Maine’s 5,000
licensed lobstermen and a central
location for comments and discussion. Visit the site at www.lobsterunionconcerns.com.
LOBSTER ZONE COUNCIL
MEETINGS
Zones B,C, D, E, and G met in March
and the first weeks of April. At each of
the zone council meetings, staff from
DMR provided members an update
on lobster-related bills before the legislature and a summary of the sixteen
public meetings held by DMR during
January. Marianne Lacroix, acting
director of the Maine Lobster Promotion Council also addressed each
zone council on the MLPC’s efforts to
improve demand for Maine lobster.
Zone C met on March 25. The members discussed limited entry standards for that zone. Some members
thought closing the zone to new
entrants would be wise, others said
that the situation as is was working
satisfactorily. The council members
agreed in the end that there was no
reason to close Zone C at this time. A
motion was made to not support any
dredging for tankers servicing the
proposed LNG facility in Searsport;
unanimous in support. The members
also talked about a possible new representative to the Lobster Advisory
Council. They will vote on a new person at their next meeting.
Zone D met on March 28. Rep. Chuck

Kruger attended. Steve Miller addressed the members about the
Searsport LNG project. He cautioned
that even if the actual project goes
away (Searsport Planning Board eventually denied the application), the
wish to dredge will probably come
back. Council members unanimously
agreed to write a letter opposing the
project.
Zone G met on April 4. Rep. Wayne
Perry attended. Council members had
asked Marine Patrol to review the exact meaning of V-notch with them. So
a Marine Patrol Officer (MPO) went
over the provisions of zero tolerance,
measurements, etc. Council members
also asked DMR staff if it would be
possible to allow an agent of the local
town, like the harbormaster or police
chief, to sign trap tag replacement affidavits rather than a MPO. DMR staff
will investigate. Steve Taylor told the
council members that New Hampshire lobstermen had recently held a
meeting about branding and marketing that state’s lobster. Patrice McCarron gave the council an update of the
progress of right whale entanglement
regulations and reduction in vertical
lines. Finally, members were asked to
say in general if they were in favor or
against of a tiered system of licenses;
all members said they were not in favor.
Zone E met on April 9. Rep. Chris Johnson attended. Larry Knapp and Laura
Taylor Singer, representing Norwegian
energy company StatOil, attended the

ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH
MAINE’S FISHERIES?
DO YOU LIKE TO WRITE?

THEN WRITE FOR LANDINGS!
WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR
NEW WRITERS WHO KNOW
WHAT’S GOING ON ALONG THE
COAST.
Email melissa@mainelobstermen.org with your qualifications and, if
possible, copies of recent articles.

THE MLA WORKS FOR YOU
“The best part about attending all
the MLA Board meetings is you
start to develop friendships up and
down the coast and to understand
how things work in different ports.”
Elliott Thomas,Yarmouth

Become a member. Let your voice be heard.
april@mainelobstermen.org // www.mainelobstermen.org // 207-967-4555

meeting. They asked members to provide feedback to them about where,
within the 22-square-mile zone set
aside by the state south of Boothbay Harbor for a wind power project,
would be the best spot to place the
actual 4-square-mile wind farm. That
area would be off limits to all fishermen. No recommendations were offered. Members then discussed ways
to fund the marketing proposal before
the legislature. They favored a fee on
trap tags, not on licenses.
Zone B met on April 8. Eric Jones spoke
to the members about gear modifications. He suggested that lobstermen
use bigger, biodegradable escape panels in order to let oversized lobsters go
free. The council voted unanimously
in favor of a motion to use 4x4 mesh
panels phased in over three years. The
Frenchman Bay Partners addressed
the council and asked for a member to
serve on its board. Members discussed
for some time the issues of double tagging and the zone’s exit/entry ratio. In
a nutshell, there was unhappiness that
Zone B was controlling effort but that
neighboring Zone C was not. The fact
that Zone C lobstermen may fish up
to half their traps in Zone B remains
a problem. The council members decided to pursue the question of having
a referendum on changing the exit/entry ratio at the next meeting.
Each zone council voiced its approval of the lobster marketing bill
before the legislature, although some
expressed concern that the bill might

push small lobster dealers out of
the business. The bill to increase the
number of traps fished within the
Swan Island Lobster Conservation
Zone brought unanimous support
from Zone B, no vote from Zones C
and D; Zones E and G said it was a
local issue and they had no opinion.
All Zone Councils except for Zone
D were unanimously opposed to the
bill supporting the landing of dragger-caught lobater in Maine. In Zone
D, three members were in favor, four
were opposed, and four abstained
from voting.
MLPC acting director Marianne Lacroix spoke to each zone council
about how to respond to questions
from the media. She emphasized
that lobstermen should choose carefully how they describe their lobsters.
Calling shedders “junk” is not a good
idea. She suggested that if asked,
lobstermen sound positive. She also
spoke about the MLPC’s plan to do
a fundraiser for victims of Superstorm Sandy. The idea is to get 5,000
pounds of lobster, have it processed
here in Maine, and then donate it to
Luke’s Lobster for a lobster roll fundraiser, with the funds going to charities helping Sandy vicitims. All the
council members in each zone were
enthusiastically supportive of this
idea. Lobster zones A and F met in
late April after press time.

Many thanks to these fine businesses,
the MLA’s Keeper members!
Atlantic Edge Lobster
BBS Lobster Trap
Beals Jonesport Coop
Inc.
Bell Power Systems Inc.
Bowdoin College Dining
Services
Branch Brook Farm
Calendar Islands Maine
Lobster LLC
Cape Porpoise Lobster
Co Inc
Channel Fish Co
Chapman & Chapman
Chase Leavitt & Co.
Chrisanda Corp.
Coastal Documentation
Conary Cove Lobster
Co Inc
Cooks Lobster House
Cushing Diesel, LLC
Damariscotta Bank &
Trust Co
DB Rice Fisheries
Eastern Tire & Auto
Service
Eaton Trap Co. Inc.
Farm Credit of Maine
ACA
Finest Kind Scenic
Cruises
F W Thurston Co Inc
Georgetown Fishermen’s
Coop
Glens Lobster Co
Grundens USA Ltd

Gulf of Maine Lobster
Foundation
Guy Cotten, Inc
Hamilton Marine
Harold C Ralph Chevrolet
Interstate Lobster Inc
Island Fishing Gear &
Auto Parts
Island Fishermen’s
Wives
Island Seafood, LLC
Jeff’s Marine, Inc
John Bay Boat Company
‘Keag Store
Kips Seafood Co
Lake Pemaquid Inc
Linda Bean’s Maine
Lobster
Little Bay Lobster Inc
Lobster ME
Lobster Products Inc
Lonnie’s Hydraulic Inc
Maine Coast Petroleum,
Inc
Maine Financial Group
Maine Lobster Promotion Council
Maine Port Authority
Maine Salt Company
Maine Sea Grant
Marine Hydraulic Engineering Co Inc
Midcoast Marine Supply
Nautilus Marine Fabrication, Inc.

Neptune Inc
New England Marine &
Industrial Inc.
Nova Tec Braids LTD
Penobscot Bay & River
Pilots Assn
Penobscot East Resource
Center
PJ Lobster Company
Plante’s Buoy Sticks
Polyform US
Promens Saint John
Quahog Lobster Inc
Ready Seafood
Red Hook Lobster
Pound
Rockland Savings Bank
Sawyer & Whitten
Marine
Shucks Maine Lobster
South Bristol Fishermen’s Co-op
Stonington Lobster Coop
Superior Bait and Salt
Superior Marine Products Inc
The Compass Insurance
Group
The First NA
Vinalhaven Fishermen’s
Coop
Weirs Motor Sales Inc
Worcesters Lobster Bait
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FROM THE DMR: MARINE
PATROL OFFICER HONORED FOR
PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE
Marine Patrol Officer Mike Pinkham
has received the Northeast Conservation Law Enforcement Chief ’s Award,
which honors a law enforcement official for professional excellence. The
award was presented April 8 at the
Northeast Fish and Wildlife Conference, in Saratoga Springs, New York.
“During my career a couple of people
truly stand out as motivated conservation officers, and Mike is one of them,”
said Marine Patrol Sergeant Troy Dow,
who nominated Officer Pinkham. “After 30-plus years, he still has the drive
and self-motivation to apprehend
intentional marine resource violators. During his 34-year career, he has
A 34-year member of the Marine
witnessed many changes within the Patrol Bureau, Mike Pinkham was
DMR world. One of the biggest changes recognized for his professional work
has been the introduction of onboard in April. DMR photo.
computers and almost all documentation becoming electronic. Throughout these changes, Mike has adapted very
well,” Sergeant Dow said.
The rotating closed areas during this past scallop season presented a particular enforcement challenge for Pinkham, who is based in Gouldsboro. “Mike
worked these closed areas relentlessly,” said Dow. “He spent many cold, dark
nights watching over these closed areas. His persistence paid off when he and
other officers caught a boat dragging in a closed area.”

MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S
COMMUNITY ALLIANCE BOARD
MEMBER BILL BRENNAN
The Maine Lobstermen’s Community
Alliance (MLCA) is fortunate to be
led by a board made up of individuals
drawn from varied fields, including
academics, marine management, and
fisheries. Among the MCLA’s board
members is Maine Maritime Academy
President Bill Brennan. Brennan brings
a wealth of knowledge about fisheries
management at the state, national and
international levels. “I understand the
key role that lobstering plays in Maine’s
many coastal communities. Keeping
those communities strong and vital
benefits the state as a whole,” Brennan
said in reference to the MLCA’s mission.

Bill Brennan has moved among the
local, state and federal marine management worlds with ease. He joined
the MLCA board in 2012. Photo courtesy of the University of Mass., Boston.

Brennan, a native of Castine, began his
career at sea in the Merchant Marine, working both on deck and in the engine room. He started his marine policy and management career in 1977 at the
National Marine Fisheries Service Northeast Fisheries Center in Woods Hole
where he focused on cooperative international fisheries research. In 1983, after
receiving his Master’s degree from the Marine Affairs program of the University
of Rhode Island, he worked as a staff member for the House of Representatives’ Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Returning to Maine, Brennan was appointed Commissioner of the Department of Marine Resources in
1987. After stepping down from that position, he opened a private consulting
firm providing marine and environmental policy guidance to businesses and
governments.

Pinkham was also applauded for working around the clock during last year’s
elver season, when skyrocketing prices prompted increased poaching. “He
worked the elver harvesting season both night and day for more than two
months,” Dow said.

In 2002, Brennan was appointed by President Bush to be the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Deputy Assistant Secretary for International Affairs, where he was involved in negotiation of international agreements and coordinating U.S. policy on international oceanic and atmospheric
matters. He began serving as acting director of the U.S. Climate Change Science

Continued on page 18

Continued on page 19

Garbo depends on the hard work and
stewardship of Maine lobstermen.

Thank you !
3RXQG5G32%R[+DQFRFN0DLQH
SHWHG#JDUEROREVWHUFRP
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SO YOU WANT TO KNOW: What is red tide and what harm can it do?
By Sarah Paquette

There are more than 10,000 species of
algae on Earth. Out of those, only 300
produce toxins that can be deadly to
fish and mammals. “We’re not sure
why some are toxic and others are
not,” said Dr. Cynthia Heil, a senior
research scientist at Bigelow Laboratory in East Boothbay. “It may be a
quirk in their biology or maybe a defense mechanism.”
The most common toxic algae in the
Gulf of Maine are the dinoflagellate
Alexandrium. These single-celled
green algae cause red tide which is
more accurately known as a harmful
algal bloom or HAB). HABs typically
occur in the Gulf of Maine between
April and October when conditions
are right for Alexandrium to hatch.
During this time, the toxin that naturally occurs in Alexandrium becomes
a threat as the dinoflagellate reaches
high densities and shellfish are more
likely to consume the toxic cells. Extensive blooms last occurred in 2005
and 2008, when large areas of the
Gulf of Maine were closed to shellfish
harvesting.
While the toxin in Alexandrium
(called saxitoxin) isn’t harmful to
the shellfish that ingest it, it is toxic
to human beings that then consume
infected shellfish. Because they are
filter feeders, shellfish such as oys-

ters, mussels, and clams take in phytoplankton whose toxins can stay
in their systems for months. When
consumed by humans, saxitoxin
causes paralytic shellfish poisoning
(PSP), a severe condition in which
the toxin attacks the nervous system.
Consequently, when red tide occurs
Maine’s lucrative shellfish beds must
be closed to all harvesting.
A report released in late March by
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) predicts that the Gulf of
Maine will see a moderate red tide
this year. That forecast is due to the
fact that Alexandrium changes into
a small cyst each year that settles on
the ocean floor waiting for the right
temperature and amount of sunlight in order to hatch. “We are able
to map cyst beds on the ocean floor
to predict the severity of the bloom,”
Heil said. “There is a large bed in Casco Bay that usually blooms in June.”
“More blooms occur when there are
more nutrients in the water,” she continued. “Nutrients enter the water
through run-off [containing fertilizer, pesticides] and bait from lobster
traps. Blooms are bad because they
block out light and oxygen that fish
and plants need to survive and grow.”
Heil said that during the past twenty

It’s tiny but it
packs a mean
punch: meet
the dinoflagellate Alexandrium. NOAA

photos.

years HABs
have
occurred more
and more frequently. “It’s
unclear why.
Are the waters changing? Is there
more nutrient pollution? It’s something we are looking into,” she said.
There are other toxic phytoplankton
drifting about in the Gulf of Maine
but, as of yet, none of them have
posed as great a problem as Alexandrium. Fortunately, both state and
federal agencies keep a close eye on
Alexandrium and other potentially
harmful algae throughout the year.
WHOI regularly monitors several red
tide species. Real-time bloom forecasts are updated on a weekly basis
and additional information is provided on the “Current Status” page of the
Northeast PSP Web site (www.whoi.
edu/northeastpsp). NOAA’s National
Weather Service also provides hydrological and meteorological outlooks

that aid in tracking the locations and
potential effects of HABs on coastal
shellfish beds.
The Maine Department of Marine
Resources (DMR), the University
of Maine, and the Maine Sea Grant
Extension Program run a volunteer
sampling program called the Marine
Phytoplankton Monitoring Program.
More than 75 volunteers monitor the
water at forty locations throughout
the Maine coast, alerting the DMR
when the density of certain toxic algae reach high levels. DMR also has
its own sampling program targeted
specifically at Alexandrium.

Maine’s $15 million soft shell clam
industry takes a beating each time severe
red tide blooms happen along the coast.
NOAA photo.

HYDRO-SLAVE
News & Comment for and by the Fishermen of Maine

NEW ENGLAND’S MOST
READ COMMERCIAL
FISHING NEWSPAPER

SAME DAY SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

“THINKING OF BUILDING A NEW BOAT?”
LET US QUOTE YOU ON A POWER STEERING OR A POT HAULER.
HAULERS AVAILABLE 8” TO 17”
• ALUMINUM BACKPLATE
• POLISHED STAINLESS BACKPLATE
• ALL STAINLESS HARDWARE

All along the Maine Coast,
and in ports south to Cape Cod -

POWER STEERING AVAILABLE IN 5 CLASSES
• UP TO 120 FEET
• STAINLESS QUADRANT ASSEMBLIES
• STAINLESS HELMS

IT’S WHAT
FISHERMEN READ!

16” SPOKED WHEEL
• BRONZE
• CHROME

Subscribe Today! Send check or money order for 18.*
$

along with the information below to: Fishermen’s Voice
P.O. Box 253 , Gouldsboro, ME 04607
*Canadian subscriptions are $23 U.S. dollars

Name __________________________________________________________

ELECTRIC CLUTCHES

HIGH EFFICIENCY VANE
PUMP
$544.70

Address_________________________________________________________

DUAL RAM
QUADRANT ASSEMBLY

• 100% Stainless Steel construction
• Rudder side thrust eliminated
• no stress on boat timbers

City ____________________________________________________________
State, Zip________________________________________________________
MLA 10/12

Join us in Supporting the Tradition of Making One’s Living
from the Sea by Advertising in the Fishermen’s Voice.

The leader with 8,000 copies monthly
from Eastport to Kittery and on to Cape Cod.

207-963-7195
Send letters, news, stories to:

5.5 HP HONDA POWER UNIT
• 11GPM @ 1500 PSI 2 Stage Pump
• Light, Versatile and Portable
• This unit will power 10”
and 12” and 14” Haulers
• Ideal for outboards and
other small boats
• Log Splitter

OUR NEW GENERATION SUPER BLOCKS
• 4” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 5” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 2000 lb. Capacity
• Sealed tapered
roller bearings
• Aluminum Sheaves
• Stainless Sheaves

WORLD’S LARGEST POT HAULER MFG. FOR OVER 40 YEARS

P.O. Box 253 Gouldsboro, ME 04607

Call John for more information 1-800-747-7550 • Or visit us on
the internet: http://www.midcoast.com/~marinhyd/

Email: info@fishermensvoice.com

MARINE HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING

www.fishermensvoice.com

17 Gordon Drive • Rockland, Maine • Fax: 207-594-9721
Email: marinhyd@midcoast.com
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Groundline continued from page 8

Climate change continued from page 6

been collecting ideas for practical solutions to mitigate chafing based on what
we have learned from lobstermen and from these videos. “I think this project is
another good example of the collaborative possibilities that exist between the
MLA and groups like the Consortium and other research organizations to find
ways to adapt and survive changes in our industry,” said Patrice McCarron, executive director of the MLA. “We heard that lobstermen wanted to know more
about sinking groundline and found a partner to help us get that information.
And these videos are fascinating.”

The ocean buoys located in the eastern and western Gulf of Maine waters operated by NERACOOS give a good picture of what’s happening well below the
ocean surface. Both buoys hit record or near-record temperatures last year for
the period between 2001 to 2012. In 2012 those buoys registered 3° C. above
normal. Thus far in 2013, the water temperatures are approximately 1 to 2° C.
above average. Water temperatures in early April remained at levels typically
found only in late May or later.

A short video about this project is available at https://vimeo.com/60764466.
Kate McClellan works for the Consortium for Wildlife Bycatch Reduction, New
England Aquarium.

It’s not surprising, therefore, that DMR has seen a slight increase in the number
of lobsters showing signs of shell disease. But that number is small, compared
to those found south of Cape Cod. According to Kathleen Reardon, who supervises DMR’s sea sampling program, placing samplers on commercial lobster
boats throughout the coast, the data indicate a slight increase, from less than
0.5 lobsters per 1,000 sampled in 2003, to more than 3 per 1,000 in 2012. With
shell disease rates remaining less than 1% among sampled lobsters, the Gulf ’s
waters appear to continue to support a healthy Maine lobster population.

New recruits continued from page 5

Web site continued from page 1

they get information from other local lobstermen that do participate in meetings. “My dad goes to meetings so I get a lot of information from him,” Andrew
explained.

part by higher licensing fees for lobstermen. “We think a good marketing plan
would be a better use of our money than sending it out of state to a big labor
union,” said Kurileck.
The Web site will serve as a
resource for Maine’s 5,000 licensed lobstermen and a central location for comments and
discussion and will be updated
regularly.

Boat price is also a worry for Matt and Andrew, especially after the drop in
price paid to lobstermen last season. “Hopefully there will be more processing
in Maine and that will help,” Andrew said. “There is a guy on Monhegan looking
into processing, which would be really good for us [in Boothbay Harbor]. Right
now everyone sells to the same place – Cozy Harbor.” Despite some uneasiness
about what the future of the industry holds, both young men are enjoying their
time on the water and learning more about the business as they go.

Contact: Genevieve Kurilec
(207) 266-5113 c
(207) 348-1054 h

Voices of the Sea continued from page 3

It’s a success that those involved in Maine hope can be replicated here. After all,
if New England has the best fishermen in the world, why not the best fisherman
poets?
David Garrison is the director of marketing and communications at the Maine
Maritime Museum in Bath.

Present your MLA membership
MLA MEMBERS DISCOUNT
DIRECTORY
Accutech Marine Propeller
Dover, NH -- 20% off propeller
repair; discounts vary by
manufacturer for new propellers,
shafting and other hardware.
Applied Refrigeration Services
Windham, ME -- $250 off new
installations.
Bessy Bait, LLC
Seabrook, NH -- $5 off each barrel
on multiple barrel purchases at the
Seabrook NH location with proof of
MLA membership.
Commercial Fisheries News
Deer Isle, ME -- Discounted annual
subscription rate for $18.75 with
MLA membership noted on check.

card at the following businesses and
receive generous discounts!

Friendship Trap Company
Friendship, ME -- 5% off list price
on traps when you show your MLA
membership card.

National Fisherman
North Hollywood, CA -- Special
annual subscription rate $12.95, use
J12MLA code for discount.

Sea Rose Trap Co.
Scarborough, ME -- 5% off trap list
price with ad copy.

Harold C Ralph Chevrolet
Waldoboro, ME -- 10% off parts and
labor.

Newcastle Chrysler Dodge-Jeep
Newcastle, ME -- 15% off parts and
service. Receive $200 additional
discount on all new and used vehicles.
Please bring ad copy in at time of sale.

Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
Falmouth, ME -- Discounted vessel insurance plus 5% discount with
proof of CG approved Drill Conductor course within the last 5 years.

Hews Company
South Portland, ME -- 10% off hydraulic components and cable craft
cables.
0DLQH&DPS2XWÀWWHUV
Sunset, ME -- 10% off all apparel and
promotional product orders.
Maine Lobstermen’s Association
Kennebunk, ME--10% off to harvesters on MLA merchandise.

Coastal Hydraulics
Seabrook, NH -- 10% discount on all
in stock items.

Maine Maritime Museum
Bath, ME -- Free admission.

Craig’s All Natural LLC
Durham, NH -- 10% discount on all
Victorinox Cutlery

McMillan Offshore Survival
Training
Belfast, ME -- 10% discount on
USCG Drill Conductor training.

Nicholas H Walsh, PA
Portland, ME -- 25% off legal services.
North Atlantic Power
Exeter, NH -- 10% off service repairs
of twin disc transmissions, 15% off
any new MGX series.
Penobscot Marine Museum
Searsport, ME -- Free admission.
Scott Logan Law
Portland, ME -- 20% discount on
foreclosure defense & bankruptcy
legal fees.

SW Boatworks
Lamonie, ME -- Show MLA card to
receive $500.00 discount on a new
hull or top.
Weathervane Seafood Inc.
Kittery, ME – 10% of all shipping
(mail orders) and retail orders.
Wesmac Custom Boats
6XUU\0(GLVFRXQWRQÀEHUJODVV
components.
Winter Harbor Co-op
Winter Harbor, ME -- 10% off fresh
picked lobster meat.
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In the
NEWS
NEW ELVER BILL
GOES INTO FORCE

MAINE FAIR TRADE
LOBSTER OPENING
THIS SUMMER

The Maine Marine Patrol issued a
summons on Tuesday, April 9 to Dale
A. Boyington, 35, of Rockland for illegal possession of 11 pounds of elvers
worth $22,100. Marine Patrol Sergeant Robert Beal was conducting
surveillance at the York toll booth
when he observed Boyington travelling north on Interstate 95. Boyington was stopped near the Kennebunk
exit on I-95 and cited for possession
of elvers without a Maine license.

Maine Fair Trade Lobster, a joint venture between Garbo Lobster and East
Coast Seafood, is ramping up to begin operations this summer in Prospect Harbor. The plant is projected to
start out processing 50,000 pounds of
lobster a day, six days a week for up
to nine months a year, which would
put it on pace to process more than
10 million pounds each year. Garbo,
based in Stonington, Conn., is the
largest buyer of live lobster in Maine
and has a live lobster storage and

Illegal possession of elvers in Maine
is now classified as a civil crime with
a fine of up to $2,000. A new law LD
632, passed by the House and Senate, will criminalize all elver fishery
violations. The bill requires an elver
harvester to provide, upon request
of a law enforcement officer or elver
dealer, a government-issued identification with the harvester’s photograph and birth date. The bill restricts the form of payment for the
sale of elvers to a check. It also converts many elver fishing violations
that are currently civil violations to
Class D crimes, with the potential
for jail time, and requires courts to
impose the maximum $2000 fine for
those Class D crimes.

2013 SHRIMP
SEASON A DUD
It wasn’t much of a shrimp season
for Maine fishermen this year. The
preliminary data released by the
Department of Marine Resources
indicate fewer than 600,000 pounds
landed in the state during the season, which closed on April 12. One
hundred and twenty-three shrimp
trawlers brought in 529,260 pounds
of Pandalus borealis; shrimp trappers
landed just 32,252 pounds. The landings were the lowest seen since 1978,
when the fishery was shut down entirely. In 2012, Maine fishermen landed 4,817,110 pounds.

The former Stinson Sardine cannery in
Prospect Harbor will reopen its doors
this summer under the name Maine Fair
Trade Lobster. Photo courtesy of Maine
Fair Trade Lobster.

distribution facility in Hancock. East
Coast Seafood, based in Lynn, Mass.,
is a global distributor of Maine and
Canadian lobster and owns and operates the Paturel lobster processing
facility on Deer Island, just across the
Canadian border in New Brunswick.
Maine Fair Trade Lobster is applying
for a $500,000 federal grant to help
renovate and equip the plant. The
company then must demonstrate
it can match the sought-after Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) dollar for dollar.
In this case, the project is tentatively
estimated to cost a minimum of $2.6
million for the current phase with the
company providing at least $1.6 million of its own funding.

THE PRODIGAL
BUOY RETURNS

June 15 - Boothbay Harbor
Information: Marshall Farnham,
380-5892.
June 16 - Rockland
Where: O’Hara’s North Facility
Information: Steve Brooks, 3548763.

It took some time and some heavy lifting,
but NERACOOS buoy M finally returned
home. Photo courtesy of NERACOOS.

After traveling 186 miles over 48 days,
buoy M has been recovered. The rescue mission took place aboard the
OSV Scarlett Isabella, thanks to the
University of Maine, and Boston Harbor Cruises, and Offshore Logistics.
Northeast Regional Association of
Coastal and Ocean Observing Systems (NERACOOS) buoy M is owned
and operated by the University of
Maine’s Physical Oceanography
Group and is routinely moored in
Jordan Basin, approximately 60 miles
southeast of Mount Desert Island.
During winter storm Nemo in early
February 2013, it broke loose from
its mooring. During that storm buoys
in the Gulf of Maine measured wave
heights over 30 feet and wind gusts
exceeding 55 mph.
Scientists at the University of Maine
monitored the buoy daily as it drifted in the Gulf of Maine and worked
diligently to coordinate the recovery,
which required adequate weather
and ship time. The recovery took
place March 30 on the southern edge
of George’s Bank where a crew gathered and recovered buoy M along
with many of its instruments aboard
the OSV Scarlett Isabella. The buoy
and instruments have been returned
to the University of Maine for inspection and repairs. A refurbished buoy
will be deployed in Jordan Basin later
this spring.

GIVE THE GIFT OF THE MLA
Pinkham continued from page 15

Call the MLA office
967-4555 for assistance.

June 22 - Bass Harbor
Information: Wayne/Colyn Rich,
244-9623.
June 29 - Moosebec Reach, Beals
Island, Jonesport
Where: United States Coast Guard
Station
Information: E. Blackwood, 5986681.
June 30 - Long Island
Where: Long Island
Information: Not available
July 13 - Searsport
Where: Searsport Town Dock
Information: Keith & Travis Otis,
548-6362.
July 14 - Stonington
Where: Stonington Town Dock
Information: Nick Wiberg, 3482375.
July 20 - Friendship
Where: Barge in the middle of the
harbor
Information - Wes Lash, 832-7807.
July 28 - Harpswell
Where: Barge off Mitchell Field
Information: Henry Barnes, 7252567.
August 10 - Winter Harbor
Where: Town Dock
Information: Chris Byers, 963-7139.
August 11 - Pemaquid
Where: State Park Restaurant
Information: Don Drisko & Laurie
Crane, 677-2432
August 18 - MS Harborfest
Where: Portland Yacht Services
Information: Jon Johansen, 2238846.
September 8 - Eastport
Information: www.eastportpiratefestival.com.

NEW! Shop online and view the full catalogue
www.mainelobstermen.org/mla-store

Place orders online, via
phone or mailing.

IT’S SUMMER AND
THAT MEANS....
LOBSTER BOAT
RACING TIME!

MLA Items

Color

Size

Price

Women’s Zip
Hoodie (buoys)

Light blue

S, M, L, XL

$35

MLA Hat

Khaki

one size

$15

MLA Tshirt

Red, Blue, Gray

M, L, XL

$15

Child Lobster
Buoy Tshirt

White

XS, S, M

$15

Men’s Hoodie
(MLA logo)

Gray

M, L, XL, 2XL

$35

Child Lobster
Lifecycle Tshirt

Oatmeal

S, L

$15

“Officer Pinkham continues to show
the enthusiasm of a first-year officer,”
said DMR Commissioner Patrick
Keliher. “I had the honor of working
directly with him this spring on two
overnight patrols. His professionalism, understanding of all fisheries
and the respect he holds among his
fellow officers and within the communities he patrols are why he is so
deserving of this award.”

October
Maine Lobster Boat Racing Banquet and Awards Ceremony
Date: to be announced
Where: Mermaid Restaurant
and Pub at the Homeport Inn,
Searsport.
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Brennan continued from page 15

May 1

May 8

TAA Product Quality and Handling
Workshop, 5-8 p.m., Rockland Lighthouse Museum, Rockland.

TAA Alternative Enterprises Workshop, 5-8 p.m., Machias Savings Bank,
Machias.

May 2

TAA Product Quality and Handling
Workshop, 9 a.m.-noon; TAA Alternative Enterprises Workshop, 1:304:30 p.m., Ellsworth City Hall.

TAA Product Quality and Handling
Workshop, 5-8 p.m., Gulf of Maine
Research Institute, Portland.

May 9
May 6
TAA Product Quality and Handling
Workshop, 9 a.m.-noon; TAA Energy
Consumption and Fishing Efficiency
for Lobstermen Workshop, 1:30-4:30
p.m., Maine Maritime Museum, Bath.
May 7
MLA Director’s meeting, 5 p.m., Darby’s restaurant, Belfast. FMI: 9674555.
TAA Alternative Enterprises Workshop, 9 a.m.-noon, TAA Developing
your Business Plan Workshop, 1:304:30 p.m., Maine Maritime Museum,
Bath.

TAA Lobster Market Overview Workshop, 9 a.m.-noon; TAA Developing
your Business Plan Workshop, 1:304:30 p.m.,TAA Lobster Marketing
and Branding Workshop, 5-8 p.m.,
Ellsworth City Hall.
“Very Far Out: Offshore Fishing &
Fishspotting,” 7 p.m., Gulf of Maine
Research Institute, Portland. FMI:
228-1622.

Managing Our Nation’s Fisheries 3,
Washington, D.C.

May 22
TAA Product Quality and Handling
Workshop, 5-8 p.m., Machias Savings
Bank Community Room, Machias.
May 23
TAA Product Quality and Handling
Workshop, 5-8 p.m., Ellsworth City
Hall, Ellsworth.
Upcoming
June 15
Margaretta Days Festival, Machias.
June 18-20
NEFMC meeting, Holiday Inn by the
Bay, Portland.

May 15
TAA Lobster Market Overview Workshop, 5-8 p.m., Rockland Lighthouse
Museum, Rockland.

June 25-26
Annual Boothbay Windjammer Days
Festival, Boothbay Harbor.
June 25 - 27

May 16
May 7-9

TAA Lobster Marketing and Branding
Workshop, 5-8 p.m., Gulf of Maine Research Institute, Portland

Sea Urchin Zone Council meeting, 6
PM, B Maine DOT Conference Building, Bangor. FMI: 624-6554.

ASMFC American Lobster Stock Assessment Modeling Workshop, location to be announced.

Program in 2006, managing an interagency scientific program on changes
in the earth’s climate and related systems. In June, 2008, Brennan became
the Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for Oceans and Atmosphere and Deputy Administrator of NOAA. There he
was responsible for NOAA’s science
and operational programs. He ended
his time with the agency as the acting
Administrator and head of NOAA.
In 2009, Brennan again returned to
Maine, this time to take the reigns
as president of the Maine Maritime
Academy in Castine. The college offers
three programs and 17 undergraduate and graduate majors, focused
on marine engineering, transportation, science and policy. “Bill brings
a wealth of knowledge about fisheries
management combined with a strong
dedication to Maine’s fishing communities,” said Patrice McCarron, MLCA
president. “We are very happy to have
him on board.”
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In March, when lobster trapped
LQRXUVWDWHZDVFHUWLºHG
ZRUOGZLGHIRUºVKHU\
VXVWDLQDELOLW\WKH0DULQH
Stewardship Council (MSC)
SURYLGHGDZD\WRJXDUDQWHH
WUDFHDELOLW\WRRXUEX\HUV
DZD\WRVWRSPLVOHDGLQJ
SURPRWLRQVRIVRFDOOHG®0DLQH¯
OREVWHUVWKDWDUHQRWUHDOO\
IURP0DLQHRUHYHQWKH86$
The MSC license to use its
blue ecolabel is available to
WKRVHZLOOLQJWRGRFXPHQWWKHLU
SURGXFW±V0DLQHFKDLQRIFXVWRG\
IURPWUDSWRWDEOH
The blue ecolabel is the world’s
DVVXUDQFHWKDWFXVWRPHUVDUH
EX\LQJELJFODZVSHFLHKRPDUXV
DPHULFDQXVIURP0DLQHZDWHUV
)URPQRRWKHUVWDWHRUQDWLRQ
$QGQRRWKHUVWDWHRUQDWLRQ
has achieved MSC lobster
FHUWLºFDWLRQ&RQJUDWXODWLRQV
0DLQHGD\ERDWVIRU\RXU
FRQVLVWHQWVXVWDLQDELOLW\
practices!
0\FRPSDQ\LVSURXG
to bear the license
of the MSC blue
HFRODEHO,W±VZKDWWKH
ZRUOGZDQWVWRVHH7R
SURYHVXVWDLQDELOLW\DQG
WUDFHDELOLW\&XVWRPHUVKDYHRXU
assurance: If Linda Bean’s Maine
/REVWHULVRQWKHODEHOTXDOLW\
LVRQWKHWDEOH

Building Markets - Wholesale and Retail

866-989-9164
LindaBeansMaineLobster.com
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